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ABSTRACT
Journalists often find. that scientists are

particularly "difficult" news sources.,Onespossible reason is,that
the structures within which scientists work do not encourage their
members to get involved in the public dissemination of information.
Using a national:sample,of both physical and social scientists, a
study sought to discover.if scientists themselves'Terceived the
existence of any constraints in three different scientific
structures: science itself as a social orginization, scientific
societies with which scientists are often affiliated, and
institutions that employ scientists. Specificallyo, the follOwing
research questj.ods.were asked: (1) ,Do scientists perceive the
structurtu;f science as a social syktemto beia barrier? (2) Do'

.scientistrperceive the polidies of 'scientific societies to4 -

coftstitute a barrier? and (3) Do ;scientists perceive the policies,-of
organizations who employ them to be a:barrier? Subjects were 56
scientists drawn from the reference work, "American Men and Women of
Science." Responses to the survey showed that scientists seemed t
perceive some of thestrTures wifhin which they work to ,be biiriers
to; their, involvement in the public dissemination of information
thiough the mass kedia. Both the.eocial system of science and the
scientific employer seemed to present barriers to many of the
respondents. Many acknowledged the'inadequacY of training programs in

.

preparing scientisfs°1,o deal with the;media, and the privity that
'communicating with;fellow scientists has over any obligation to get --r,...

rreseach findings into the public domain. Most importantly, responses-
indicated that scientists felt they had little to gain within science
loy'engaging in hepublic,distemna'tion''of information. (HOD)
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FACTORS INFLUENCING SCIENTISTS

AS ,fOURNALISTIC' SOURCES*

Journalists often find that scientists are particularly "difficult" sour-

ces. Some scientists, they say, refuse to' talk to repafirs at all. Others

agree to interviews but try to control the time ("I will talk to you only

after my researlhAs publistdfilri , ournal") or the story content ("II like

11,,

to take.a look,at your stofrbex fOre4plication, just to make sure the facts
. r-.--? . .' r- ;, d4 .

,..,, .

are acdurate.").. .Ina World..full,pteeger infOrmation sources, scientistsin ' i,
%

,445
.

often *Stand out because of their reluctance ta play that role.

. ; 11
While countless anecodotes suggest the-existence of these difficulties,

little research'has focused on the extent to which or why they exist. In this
.

If

study we examine one possible answer: that the structures within which scien-
.

tists'work do not encourage their members to get invalyed in the public disse--
.. ,k

mination of information; that, on the'contrary, such structures actively

discourage.or at the very least try to confrol popularization activities.

Using a national sample of both physical and social scientists; we tried
9 k

't 1 ,

to find-out ifscientj,sts themselves perceive the existence of any constraints
0

. .- .

.
.

in three different. scientific structures:' - science itself as a socialrorgani-

zation, scientific societies with which scientists are often affiliated, and

indtitutions that employ scientists.
.

Structure #1:
1

Science as a social system.., Science is very much a self - policing

culture. It establishes its own training procedures 'for persons wanting

to enter the system and defines for itself what differentiates a "good"

scientistfrom a "bad" stientist. Sociologists of science have already
I.

*The authors would like to gratefully acknowledge the schools of journalism of
'both West Virginia University*and Ohio State University .for th fr-assistande.
in funding this research. Additionally, Dunwoody would like t thank graduate
tesearchteasiatant John Bybzkowski for his4help with theedata g therihg and
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S. I

spent several decades tryiRg to isolate the criteria that science uses to maie

those kinds of dffferentiations.1
1

For our 'purposes,, however, the important questio n,is: how does science as

a social system deal trithscienti is' varticipation.in the public dissepina-
* . ,

.tion of.scientific information? We will examine this question relative to

several points.

Training of scientists: *The'training ofiscientIstS int/the United States

is highly structured, but most academic programs offer little to no assistance
.

in helping neophyte scientists learn to communicate with either nonscientists
4

or with journaliits.2 A lack of such training within the social system of

science may be perceived as a significant barrier.

The normative reward system: According to sociologists of science, "good"

scientists are those who are actively engaged in research.3 Science's primary.
r

rewards, th erefore,iare reserved for thOSeTho_add tolour body of knowledge.

But does the normative reward system take into account other activities, such

. .

as increasing the public's understanding of science via media? Science cer-

e /
tainly_gives lip service to the need for,be'ttef public understanding of .

0
science, but there is little evidence that those scientists who do engage in

such.activities find any rewards within science.

. . .

At least ,two studiell, in fact, suggest that scientists are not rewarded by

-
their peers for popularizing .research. Carter, .in a.stUdy of medical doctors ,

as media sources,' noted, that "publicity seems to bffer little status-conferral,,

7 .0 . ... ...
alue7 and, in fact, "is threateniong

,.

insofar as his '(the doctor' rela- ,..,-

/
-

, ,

ionships with his colleagues are concernede"42 And id a study of French

-.,

'biologists, Boltanski and,Maldidier suggest that popularization df science is
. ,,.'.

. . I.

4fits "Marginal or negligible activity not posegavi.rig any clegrXy defined status°
.

. ..

within the scjentific community. "5 4 .

0
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The peey. review system.

by virtue of publication in

in that publication process

Research typically comes to be labeled "science"'

a rifereedAournal. Since the peer view inherent

constitutes quality control.within science, scien-

tists are often reluctant to talk to. nonscientists.about-their work until that

process has been completed.

Although the priority of peer review overpublic dissemination is usually
,

an unwritten rule, it has occasionally been cast into concrete. Witness, for-

example, tilelNew England Journal of Medicine's "Ingelfinger Rule," 'which.gpe-

cifies that any research that has already receives substantial attention from

the medical trade publications or popular press runs theriSk'of being .

rejected out of hand'by NEJM editors. The rule's creator, then- editor Franz

J. Ingelfinger, dell that the reteriction Limply reinforces the unwritten rule

that it'is leorthwhile" to have a 'scientists'swork reviewed by his or her

peers before it is zeen by the pubiic.6 Recent research by Ryan finds that
.

sclentists still agree with the notion that peer review should precede public

dissemination. 7 If so, then peer review may inaetdct as a structul

c . .

constraint on,a scientist's public dissemination activities. .

Structure #2: 1

.

Scientific societies. Scientists often'belong to a variety of pro-
:

fessional and academid societies. In some cases, these groups attempt to main--

rain, some control over what. constitutes "proper" behavior for members. In the

past, such attempts took the form of overt constraints on scientists' dissemi-
, .

.

nation activities.
.

,

. ,.

,

,

. . ...

Hereels one example: A Iedical researcher. working oh a treatment-for
,

.
.

, 4

Menie;e'St Disease, an inkier -eai disorder, agreed tp talk to a local ne4spaper,..
.

.-

reporter about his work. A feature story resulted. yeers'Iater, when the

researcher applied for membership An a 'prestigious society 'related to his
- .

, resaerch interests, he was told that since the use of his name in the feature '

-3`-
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article constituted a breachof the society's ethics, he would be banned from

membership consideration for two years.8.

Today, many societies actively promOte their members' participation in
. "N.

public dissemination activites.9 But anecdotal evidence suggests that others

still view popularizatiOn as nothing more that "unethical advertising. -10

Structure #3: .\ .. ,

Scientific employers. Scientists are rarely self - employed. Rathet they

are most often found in larger organizati ns. And in'such settings they
.,,

must
, .

cope with the needs and limitations of-fairly 'rigid structureg. Because
.

scientific information is produced w4hin these oganizatins, one would expect
,

them to attempt to control the flow.ofinfermation into the public domain for

any numbei' of reasons: proprietary; economic, political. Numerous studies

have documented the perceptions of scientistsin industry that their employers

place;restrictions'on their freedom to communicate with' colleagues outside

.

their organizations.11 In this study we were interested in finding 'out if

scientists perceived institutional' "rules ",. as constraints on their public

dissgmination activities.

The research funding reward system. Finally, scientists are largely

dependent on sources outside science for research.funding. The.'significant
. .

others" when it comes to suchftinding include politicians, industry and fou rr,

'dations. Carter notes.that' the perception of "significant others" may

I
strongly influence source perceptions of the rewards. to be gained from

Interadting with Media.12 And when it comes money, scientists indeed may

feel that increasing one's visibility thin the public domain'is an-effective

.

meant; of reaching those Idfluential'people outside science.

-Aneodotal evidehce suggestg that scientists May indeed perceive a reig-
.

tionship between public visibifity.and chances, for research funding. :One-.1
scientist employed by a t'esearch institute that is totally dependent on outside

-4-
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grants noted that he and his colleagues were much more amenable to talking to

journalists than were his university cohorts' because such publicity could help

the institute obtain moreeunds.13
,

Research .Questions

Thisnational survey of scientists attempted to find out if respondents

perceived the various structures within which they work to be barriers to

their involvement in the public dissemination of science via mass media.

Specifically, the following research questions were. asked:

- 1." Do scientists perceive the,strutture of science as a social systei.to

be a barrier? ,

2. Do scientists perceive the policies Of,scientific societiesrto con-,

ttstitute a bariier?

3.404Do scientists perceive the policies of organizations who employthem to

be a barrier?

In addition, we examined the likelihod that some of 'the perceptions of

barrier§ would vary' on the basis of (1) type of employer and (2) type of sci-

entist.

Type of employer: Scientific training is the same for a chemistry Rh.D.

regardless' f who ultimately employs'her. So we would not expect type of

:employer to have any effect on a scientist's perception of barriers to public
. f ..

..

communication erected. by the social system of science 'arty scientific

societies. However,, a scientist's employer could affett how she perceives the
.

..
nature of institutional/barriers. For example, a scientist may be working in

I
.

# 0,
. .

.
. .

a public organization beCause(she feels that, industry is .too constraining. br
. , - .

. . d .. .
. . .

a sdientist woeking4in an industa1 laboratory may have many of-
, .

. .
-.. . .

the values 'of the workplaceand might perceive his employer to'levy,few
t a .

-.
. . , .

.

constraints on his communicative behavior-. ThnsNe'hYpothesized in this-study

,



that:
, u.

Hl: Perceptions of institutional barriers will vary among respondents

,affiliated with universities, government and indUstry.

Type of scientist: Hagstrom has suggested that there are some fundamental

differendes'between social scientists and those in-the physical/natural scien-,

ces. He note that scientific norms are more vague in the social sciences

than in the physical sciences and he suggests that "deviation from vague

norms is more likely than deviation from norms specified for a, concrete set of

Practices. It follows that physical scientists are less likely to deviate

from the norms of science and scholirship than are social scientists or

humanists."14
C I

If norms within social science are indeed more vague, then one would

expect social scientists. to be less likely to perceive the social system of

salience as constraining them from public communication than would.

-physical/natural scientists. This leads to the second hypothesis: :

H2: Social scientists are less likely-than physical/natural scientists to

perceive that-scie ce as a social system constrains members from public

dissemination activitiesp-.6

Methods

:41,

A sample of 456 scientists was drawn from tbe reference t0rk, American Men
-2

. . 0-
and Women-of-Science.15 This wolk wa selected as the universe for this study

! ..,

because (1) It provided an'available pool of both physical and,social scien-
4

tists for Sampling and (2) individuals in these volumes had already attained-a

64 *

certain stature within science and thus may, have had a greater opportunity to

deal with journalists.

Although only about 16% of the,more than 150,000 named listeein the work

were social scieneistsi that group was 'oversampled 4o ,that it would constitute

about 50% of.the sample.

3
-6-
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'1.

-

Tile following sampling
.
procedure was used: -Random numbers were used to

, .s K
- select as many paget as there were 'individuals in the sample. Then a single

number, n,,r. was selected, and the nth person bias chosen from,edch'of.the pre-
c.,

k N'
vtously;selected pages 'Of the 456 individuals who received questionnaires,

4.,.

& , .

229. were,physical scientists and 227 were social scientists.
.... . .

.

1 .. .

An intitial mailing of the questionnaire andone follow-Up were sent\..,...

.

, during .1981. A total of 287 respondents returned usable'questionnairei for a
1 .

reiponsi rate of 63%.16
,

.

The questionnaire was composed of two,patts. Respyndents wore asked it

Part L to respond to 34 statpments,each of which was related to-a potential'

constraint on the' dissemination of science to the genera]: public. Of the 34,
,

1

15 items were,related to witidue.aspect; of sciencees a social system(4 ,

traini items, 8 normative reward items, and 3 peer revfew items), 3 items

were related to-societal bairiers, 4 items dealt with pospible institutional

2 items dealt-with funding rewards outside science. - (The, items
'bafflers, a

are listed in able 1).

Each item was followedby a modified Liert scale that asked respondents

to indicate whether he"stiongly agreed," "agreed," "disagreed"'or " strongly _

-
1c4sameed

,.

with-, or wer "undecided," "deutral" or had ''no opinioli" about.the
T,4,

. , ,,.,s

sfatem t --
7'''`-' 'Itk 1

- Ac, . ,T -...

k("Part 2, f t,tiequestionnaire\asieed'respondents to supply information about,.:-!, . ,,.

ask) other variables, age,
i

highes\
\
degree eilkned, research specialty, recent

'

;, ,

publication redendl spiirceof research funding and their levels of intefaction ,-

with oIfuVnaliste aurtng the_past year.

-

,

Findings

y of sample demographics. The sample of 287 -respondents was almost&

Alp
evently di ided between physical scientists ,2.8%) and social scientists,'

(47.2%). 0 the 28T,118.3% were employed by aniversitites, 18 by industry



. .

and 11.6% by local, state or natignal governments.
.

Ninety -three percent of the respondents had 'earned.Ph.D.s, and iden-
..

.

4

-..
:_tified themselves as actively engaged in-reseirch. The;A'verage respondent had

i
I i

1. ''been engaged in redearch'for 20 years.
I

... . .

, ...,... :

A total of 34.1%
/(

of the . topondents'indicated that funds for their research
A !

c

c
c"

ame primaxily from governmental sources. Another 15.3% said that univer-
t

sities funded most of their research, and 10.8% indicated their funding came
.

-,
'primarily f9p private industry. Respondent% citinvother primary sourceS,

such akfoun dAtions or personal funds, conseltuted smaller pergentagesof the

sample. (P.

gRespOndents'had produced a median 3.4 convention papers and a median 4.5.
. 4 %

journal articles within tie -past five years. .Although a majority indicated:.

--

that during Chat same pdriod they had not engagedin writing books, 43%
E)

reported that thO.had indeed been involved in authoring or coauthoring books.
,

.

Within the previoudbyear, respondents had encountered a median 1:7

nalists. Of the samli, 36.6% had dealt with no journalists:at All during that

time period, while a handful of-other respondents claimed to have interacted

4ith from 25 to 100 6f them.

Science as a social.sydtem. As ihdicated in'-rable 1, mean responses of

scientists to the 15 items varied widely.

Training. These four'items senerated some .6f the strongest aggregated

responses. In general, they indicate that the sadtlle thought it important for

scientists to learn to communi4te with nonscientistd'and that the trianing

system at present does not adequately accomplish that objective. The scien-
.

tists did not agree that formal scientific. aining,discourages interaction '

with media, however. And they strongly disagreed with the notion that they

can rely on journlaists alone to translate scientific material. for

nonscientists.

-8-



The normative reward system. ,Scientists in the sample -felt that involve-
3 k

.4.
ment in disseminating thiormation via mass media has.an,effect on a

1.
scientist's Chances,for,advancement in science, 'andthat the effect is likely

to be. negative.. Whtle they disagreed with the-statement that other scientists

.
,might regard media visibility as "unseemly advertisements," they agreed that

\ '
. .

scientists "usually are' not tewardsd within the scientific cotmunity: foi

public dissemination activities. And -they disagreed with the statement that
.

.

publication in the media results in increased-respect from peers., A. .

Boltanski and Maldidier and Dunwoody and Scott18 have found that higher +

ranking scientists are mote likely to'bp'.involved,in media interactions than .

,
. . -"""t '.

.

are lower ranking scientists. This led them to suggest'that the social system

of science might provide more positive rewards for high-ranking populapzeRs
, . v.,

.
.than for low-ranking individuals.

.

Three items in thissurvey (Items.10, 11,
. . .

i s.
12Y attempted to find out if scientists n the sample perceived any'diffeten-.

..
. .

.

eial rewards for scieritisto.that could be ascribed to status within science».-
,

1

. .-The answer was no. 4., .

0 . :t - ,
The .pher.review system. While respondents seemed ambivalent aboutthe

,
,

.
. .

e statement that peer review should always precede media'contact,,-they rein-7.
,.

forced the noti4n that a scientist's primary. respond-lb lity is to other scien-
.

.
. .

tists by'disagreeing with-satements.suggesting a responsibility to the4 .10 ,a. .
.

.general' public that occasionally could override peer review.

Scientific societies., Although respondents felt that.these organizations

should liecome more involved in helping scientists learnAJO deal with the\
me'dia:'they clearly felt that scientific societies do not throw up barriers to

- members who do want to become involved in public.disiemination activities.

Scientific employers. While respondents disagieed with the idea-that most r. -

institutions employing scientists try to cpntrol scientists' relationships
, ,

with journalists,they did agTee that scientists in private research settings,

-9-
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.

are less free than those in public settings to deal with the media. The'y

agreed that scientists in pubiic`settings maybe faCedwith.indirect
.

, - .

-constraints on their freedom to Interact With Media;. examples o' 'such indirect
-, .

considerationspressures might b considerations of how a'state 34giSlature might.react at
.

. ,

budget-voting time to a pariculat.rtAtaech story.

.The research -Eluding reward system:.- gesgondentllindeed perceived the

of a positive relatidfiship between media NISibility. and obtaining
I ,

r7esearchfunds."Theals6 fdlt'that scientists, dependent on'oUtside.funding-

were more likely to deal,witb media than

ources.
,'.-

Jere those not, dependent on

r .

.Hypothesis 1: We explored perteptions Of institutional barriers using
' . ,..

.-
,, ., .. , . .-'

Oheway analysis of variance

outside

four items (Items 19; 20, /1 and,22 in Table 1).

was performed for each -item, with item responses

andypebf employeras the independent variable.

produced statistically significant f scores. For

*

as the criterion variablesP

Three Of "the- four items'

thohe items, Duncin!A
. 4

multiple range test was used to isol4te means thattditfered at a significanCe

level of .05, using twrtailedtests. The results are in Table 2:

Although respondents generally agreed that they shouldkbe free toonake.

'decisions-about media interactionswithout pressure froin'their employps,
. .

'industry scientists were less likely to agree than .were Others.. There

u:at

statistically signifidant difference betwen the mean responsel of university -
0

and industry scientists to this item (Item 19).

,* r
Universitscientists,were less likdlyhan other scientists to agree with.

I

A-

0

the statement

with indirect.

that scientists_employed by public institutions often must deal

constraints relatddto their institution when dealihg with the'

media tem e.differencd-between the mean response of university

scientists and the responses of the other two groups-was statistically ..

Z. significht.

-10-
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The largest differences among respondents with different institutional'

affiliations came to the statement (Item 22) that 7itioet institutions ,wbere
/

.

scientists

.

dedia-r. epresentatives." While university scientists disagreed with the state'-
.

i

a .

:L. . ,

.

ment, government' scored "neutral" lon:t item ancfindustry sae*,
. .

,eiste agreed with 1.t.1 Ihe differences ampnCal y hree means were statist

are employedry to regulate the researchers! 'relationships with

tally sigaficant.

,

All scientists, regardless of institutional affiliation,, agreed with the
4 -

statement that "scientists in private research instit4tibas ere less free -than

their colleagues`-in' public institutions to-disieminaitt information about their
: ?

research to the popular media" (Item 21):

Hypo

Nferences
"-M1W

to

thesis ii: T-tests,were used "to look for statistically significant dif-
'. .

-

betWeen the, mean responses of sbclal ecientiend physical scien-,

2;1-

15 stateWents related to different aspects ..of science as a social

system (Items 1, to` 15 in,Table 1)._ since, the hpothesid predicted direction,i.

one-tailed tests were used. Of the,15.itTems,-*Only four produced-statistically, .,'- '4...T..'"',. .
- i .4- StI:r; " _:,.., ' ' - t' I-- -.-4,:".."7`''' Wre" ' ,'"`44' ,z Ia. ..,,

significant diferefiteeietthe...05-level.. Two concern the normative reward
,

IIN,A

system and tWa'At'eldAted, to-eieitudes.about the peer re4fOrprottas.
. N':- '24144171gOi, '.

ca:.

..

only with-scientists''fotaial-4.'- rTopularizationit-is.not surpriqing

n

First, it- e.

social scienef
,

.

:- 3 :4 -4.01
'" *

r .
y Sri.

The.

at ommore than twalt irdelpf, the iteme,.... ,

- .

licieptiets.did nct differ eignificantfy in

their responsesti.Iiii4tiliningitems(iteMs l'to 4 Ch Table 1) dealt

that both social and physical'sci is noted the lack Of.-suth :training in
_ .

,

their'educationi; Such training literally does not exist.. BUICemong the eig
,,,

. .
,

normativeli44s,Oteas 5 .ti,6 12),-differnces were found on:bAly two. And
,,

sociiirscient4Wwete iou:nd io differ significantW m'ihYsical scientists

t

on two of -t peer review items` (Items 13' to 15. '
I 13



r.

.But while the items producing. significant differences are not them:Selves

large.in number, the differences found are in accord with the hypothesis. On

Item 7, for example, although both physical andsocial Scientists disagreed

with the statement that Ppopularization of research through the media is a
.

process that is outside the scientific community and t hus has no effect on ,

scientgsts' chances for:advancement in their fields," social scientists

..' disagreed more strongly. .Inifact, the mean response of physical scientists:

. was nearly "neutral" for that itehl.

Physical scientists gave a mean "neqral".response to the statement that
I.

"scientists can gain respect among their,colfeagues through publication in the

popular media"-(Item 9). Social scientists, oet e other hand, gave a weak

'positive response to t. hAstatement.

Respon &es.to the peer review items indicated that social scientists might
"I X

feel a bit less constranied by!the peer review norm. Both 'physical and social---

scientists, disagreed with the statement that "some,scientific discoveries- are

so important that scientists are obliged to report their results to th

general public befote the research is presented at a confetence or published

in a Journal" (Item .3). But the strength 'of the response differed, with phy-
.

Sical-scientists di agreeing more strongly than social scientists*.

hO And while both roupsagr'ee4gith the . statement that "the peer re/Jew of

articles submitte for publication or for presentation at a con ntion is

science's method of validating the quality 9f scientific work; thus; a scien-
,

o
tist should not communicate with Journalists until hie9r her work is

o

'validated' by peers" (Item 15), the physical scientists agreed much more

strongly than did the social scientists. The mean response of social scien-
1 4

tists,in-fact, was nearly "neutral:.
;

4
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Summary and Discussion

Scientists in this survey indeed seemed to perceive some of the structures

within which they work to bpbarriers to their involvement in the public

dissemination of science through the mass media. Of the three structures we

examined, twothesodial system of science and scientific employer -- clearly

seemed to present barriers to many of the respondents. The third structure,
. .

scientific societies, was not perceived as constituting much of a barrier to
A

pppularization efforts.
r

Within science as a social systerd, respolidents acknowledged the inadequacy

s' of training programs in preparing scientists to deal with the media or to coin-

municate scientific information to nonscientists. Certainly, greater efforts

are being made these days to provide such training, butsuch attempts are nob

systematic and are highly dependent on funding levels both within government

and withininstitutions.19

'A
.

Through'responses to items related to the peer review of articlesf,respon-

dents also. acknowledged the priority that comMUnicaAng with fellow scientists

has over any obligation to

a sense of priority, while

dissemination.

get research 1Eindingssinto thepublic domain. Such

expected, could act as a constraint on public

.4('But perhaps most importantly, scientists' responses to items relate to
r

the normative reqgrd system in science indiCated that, in general, there is
;'

4
.

.

still little to be gained within science by engaging in the public dissemina-

tion of information. Being a "good".scientist in the eyes of one's colleagues

does not requirethat g,ttention.be paid to such concerns as the Public'

understanding of science. As sociologist Dorothy Nelkin notes, "Scientists,

.-

consider science and society efforts as a kind of:malginal frill.""

Whiles popularization apparently brings with it few normative rewards, it

may provide rewards of another kind:. financial. Respondents agreed that

-13-1
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.

media visibility may help one to obtain research moneys And as competition

for dwindling research dollars increases, one might expect to see the populari-

zation behaviors of scientists increasing correspondingly. Scienc4'reporpefa

already report an increase in contacts from scientists who are concerned about

continued funding of their research. Cristine Russell, national science

;
repo er.for Ttie. Washington Post ,,has noted that she now routinely. asks sour-

,

ces about the ir funding status when she conducts interviewd.21

e rather pronounced difference between the perceived rewards of public

disseminatiOn within. sciene normaive) and without (reSkarch), funding does

lend support to'Carte's pr9position that analysis Of journaiAst/source".'-----

.
interactions requires some knowledge of who are the source!s "significant

others. ". In:thiScase, mhen the "significant other" is a Scientific

colleague, scientists regard journalistic products'as being of little. value to

them. But.whenthe "significant other" is a'funding agency,'-the scientist.

' ,

yr

-appears to attach.more.personai value to the popularization Process:

S

.r

'Scientists in, this study roundly disagreed wieli.the statement that scieh-
.

Who want to popularize their work. Onetific societies restrain'scientifts

explanation for this finding is that
°

the organizations whoserestralning beha-

'viors we desc*ibed earlier in this paper are anomalies-, that societies

generally are as open as is the American Association for the Advancement 'of

Science to the notion of popularization. A second explation is. that all

societies' are not alike, that some are more likely than 'others to Levy.

restraints on their members, and that the scientists in this sample were less

likely to belong to "restrainlig" societies than they Wftto belong to
1

societies that promote popularization of science.
- .

..
. ,,N

.Societielvthatttraditipnally have -been most concerned about "proper"
..,

member behavior havelbeen professional associationsnomposed of individuals

engaged in "applied°science,"-individuals such as doctors, dentists and.

-14- ri
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), veterinarianS. These groups have often set stringent membership standards
,

that include restrictions. on such things as-advertising." Originally such

Standards were designed to differentiate the."professional" practltioner from

the.quack. But many sodieties have been relatively slow to acknowledge that-.

the publid disseMination of information may not be synonymous with "unethical

adverti:sing."23 Few members of this sample of scientists seemed to.belong to

such professional organizations. So it was impossible to test for societal'

&differences in this group

It is not surprising that scientists in this sample perCeiwed that insti-
,*

tutions try to'have some control over scientists' dissemination activities. A

bit unexpected, however, was the AknowledgeMent of the respondents that und.-:

versitiei may:levy indirect constraints on scientists; acknowledgement of

industry restraints was expected, but universities often pride themselves on

the frAb and climate that they offer to their employees.

Both hypotheses posed in this study received some support. Type of

.emploYer does seem to be related to scientists' perceptiOns,of the ability of,
,

,..
,

.

A

. institutions to'place constraints '8n the public communication process. FOr
.., .

example, scientists employed by industry were less likely than university

scientists to feel that scientists should be free of pressure from employers,

when interacting with journalists. And industry-employed scientists also were

more likely than other, ;espondents to feel that all institutions try to regu-,

late scienti/journalist behaviors in some way.

Nuderous studies by sociologists gf science have foundStiat industry often

constrains its scientists from communicating freely with "outside" scien-,...

tists, either through Meetings or through journal publications.24 But this

study suggests--not surprisingly= -teat such 'constraints may be broadened to

include the public communication process as well. No one has examined scien-
,

tific employers with this topic in mind, but the subject needs exploration.
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And finally, although,na-Terong, evidence from this study suggests that
- .

(

social scientists.may be deriving somewhat more positive benefits from

interacting with media than do physical scientists. .Again, on most items

rela ted to the normative aspects of science,,social and physical scientists

did not differ significantly in attitudes. But on some of the items social

scientists offered evidence that they feel mare Strongly than physical scien-
., I

tists that popularization of ,their reseIrCh does affect theiri eventual

"scientific" rewards and-that such an effect can be positive.

As noted earlier, Hagstrom" would suggesethat such a situation exists

because, scientific norms for social scientists are more vague than are norms

for physical scientists; thus, punishment for violations of norms will be much

fessor perhaps even nonexistent--for social, scientists.

Another explanation, however, may be that interaction with journalists is

simply a more typical aspect of social scientific work than it is of the work

of..phisical scientists. At least one study indicates that newspapers are more

likely to palish social science stories than other types of storiese6- 'And,

as Carter? notes,.increased frequency of interaction may have the effect' of

making such interactions more an expected part ofa source's work like.
Ji*

Scientists choose to. become involved--or choose not to be6ome favolved--in
,

the public- dissemination of science for reasons. Those reasons are complex;

but studies such as this one may begin to sort out some of the mdpe important

variables affecting scientists' behaviors as.sources. Just as it is important
.

for scientists to understand what motivates reporters, so it is important for

journalist to begin to understand how the environment within which scientists

work may play a major.role in determining tj boundaries of scientists' rela-

tionships with the media.

.../r

1
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Item

7

Table 1

- .Mean Responses of Scientists toJtems

Mean Response
(5=Strongly agree;
1=Strongly disagree) %

Training *,

1. Formal training in science seems to predispose; those who go,
through it to have negative attitudes toward idea tHat
Scientific achievements should be reported in the popular
media.

2. It is important for scientists-to learn him to discuss their
research in terms that are clear to nonscientists.

'3.''Scientists do not need to be taught how to communicate with
the public, since they can rely on journaliits to disseminate
science news widely and clearly.

(4. Most scientific training does-not adequately teach those-
who go through it to communicate with media iepreSentatives.

The normative reward system

5. When stories about scientists.' work appear in ehe*poptilar
media, other scientists are likely to regard'the articles

has "unseemly" advertisements for research efforts.

6. Scientists usually are not rewarded within the scientific
community for having their work reported in the popular
media.

7. Popularization of research thrOugh the media is'a process
that is ouside the scientific community and thus has no

on scientists' chances for advancement in their
fields. _

8. Scientists who.allow their work to be publicized in the
popdlar 'media are more likely to be criticized than
praised by'fellow scientists.

1. Scienifsts,can gain respect among theik'colleagues through
. --Publication In the popular media.

I

2.6

4.6

-1.5

4.3

2.2

3.6

3.0

7267

a

o a e avo journalists because they
iicirry thaetod much media exposure AWill:hurt their chances
f'or advancement within the scientific community. -,

,

: ^

2.3



Table 1 continued

10

It Mean Response
(5=Strongly agree;
1=Strosgly disagree)

.

.

11. Sciedtists new to alield
,

amieluctant to deal with , .,

... _' 'journalists because they lack the confidence to dO so,
' . not because they feel Pressure from peers or from the 1

institutions for which they work. 3.2

12'. Older, established scientists make better "spokepersons,"
for a Scientific field than do younger scientists who do not
have extensive research records.

The.peer review system

13. Some scientific discoveries are so implsrtant that scientists
are obliged to report their results to theigeneral public
before the research is presented at aconference or published
in a journal.

14. Scientists should feel obligated to discuss their, scientific
work with journalists wlo.ask about their research,. even
when the r work has not been "reviewed" in some form'by,
other sc entiats.

15. The peer review of artcles subMitted for publication or for :
presentation at a'convention is science's method of vali
dating the quality of scientific work;' thub, aiscientists
should not communicate " .journalists until Ahis or her
-work is "validated" bpopee

Scien
.

Mc:societies

/
16. Scientific societies and professionalorganizaeions exert

considerablerestraint on scientists' who want tol_Communicate
research findings to the-public.

'17. Societal or professional codes of ethits for scientists
'shoulcrinclude,statements about tow scientists should (or.
Should not). deal with,the popular media.

18. Professional associations' and scientifie*societies should

A
do more to help scientists learn to, deal with journalists.

,Instituti8ns employing scientists

19.'Scientists-shouldbe frhe to dgcide how and when to deal
with the popular media without interference or pressure
from the institutions for which they work. 1 3.7

4

20. Scientists-in private research institutions are less free...,
than their colleaguesan public institutions to disseminate

information ahourAheir research to the. popular media.

3.0 1--

1 2.3

.34.0

I 1:9,

2'.8

3.6

4

2 I

4 #
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.

4
4

.4
°

Table 1 contin

.10

9

,

Mean Response'
(5=Strongly agree;
1=Sfrongly disagree)

.

-,21. Scientists who are employed by public institutions (e.g.,
universities, public research labs) sometimes are constrained
in their dealings with the medi,a by considerations of how
boards of trustess, legislatures, government agencies and
other governing bodies might react:*

. 22. Most institutions where scientists pre dmployed try to
regulate the researchets' relationships with,media

'representatives.

The research funding reward system

23.,Publicity about scientists' work can sometimes help them"
get research funds.

24. Scientists who must iA external funding -for their research
are more likely to deal with the ded,,ia than are those who
are notlorced to seek such funding:

0.

i

rt

Yt

4
J

0

0

a, 3.6

O

2.8

4.0

3.5
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Table 2.---...,..,-.1...3..4

...... -
..,

1,--. -V ifi-' 0 A:-'.

401X...., -' ' /- ,:."..te*, ".i
4.:...t -

., dtements About Institutional`
i Con :A1;. by Institutional:Aifiliation

. nr

.
. ,..t.:,,,

Item (See Tat
for item words`

', .... f
:

_ - tr. ''. .

or * - .. ,,,.. . 4, 11,,ii Wers,itT GoTrelnment Industry
-.,

%. t0.?4
Item'19 (n=26 ),X(.. r ". .4'3 3.7,

t , 4,

r ,
*

Institutional Affiliation

e' !

,Item 20 (n=191) 3.4 3.5
.

Item 21 (n=191)* . 3.4 : 3.9

Item 27 (n=183),

4 .

1Responses to items -eanged from 5 (serongiy agree) to 1 (strongly disagreec)\
Thus, the higher the mean rispoike;' the stroligerttieagreement.

*Analysis of variance indicated statistically significan ifferences at the
.05 level among groups for these-iteias- (2tailed. fiests)

-0.

3.3

3.1

3.3-

4.0

*4.0

.1210

%

-4

2. 0

.a

4
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. Mean Re poUses1 to Statemehts About-

Nprmative Custraints by Type of Scientist

. .

Table i
-

'Wein (See Table, l4)

for item wording)

u
Type of Scientist

Physical/Natural
Scientist

Social
Scientist

Item 1 (n=265) 2.5

Item Z(n=284) 4.6

nein 3'(n=264) 1.5
,

(

'Item 4 (0=264)

Item 5 (n=275)

Item 6 (n=271) :

Item 7 (n=265)*

Item. 8 (n=251) °

Item 9 (n=262)'*

Item 10.(n =224)

Item 11 (n=222)

Item 12 (n164)

Item 13 (n=266)*

Item 14 (n=261)

tem 15 (n=264)*

4.3

2.2.

3.4

2.0

2.9'

2.9

' 2.8.

2.5.

Z.3

2.81.
7

4.7

1.5

4.3

2.2

A.7

2.4

3.0

2.5

2.5

3.2

3.0,

2.2

Z.3,

3.1

a-

s

4

`1Responses to itets ranged from 5 (strongly' agree) to 1 (strongly disagree)0:0,
Thus, thrhig.er the mean res-ponse the stronger the agreemedt.

\ s -44'
,

tests'in4ica ed statistically.sigicifics4 differences at the .05 level-
b tween the gr ups for these items (1tailed tests). _

. 23

'1-,
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